
WASH Lecture Quiz #1 REVIEW SHEET !
{Friday, January 31st at 9:30am...do not be late}!
This Quiz will have exactly 25 {true/false + multiple choice + matching} questions 
covering a combination of the following:!!
1. Readings {from your two required textbooks}!
In the Making:  pages 7-63!
Making Art: Chapters 1-3!
Gestalt Principles {reading-posted online}!!
2. Lectures {notes}!
Week One {sampling}!!
3. Visual Language {studio + lecture + reading vocabulary}!
Elements of Design: point + line + texture + shape + mass & volume + space + color + value + time + motion + 
words & sound 

Principles of Design: directional force + size + scale + proportion + balance + contrast + repetition + unity & variety 
+ emphasis & subordination {YOU BETTER KNOW THESE!!!}


elements = parts/components    principles = how you USE the parts


formal themes {elements + principles}are present in all works of art/design


subject matter + medium + form + contexts = MEANING/CONTENT


Form = a verb and a noun


Artworks are always about something


Principles of INTERPRETING ART {pages 40-41; Making Art}


Gestalt Principles {YOU BETTER KNOW THESES!!!}


open vs. closed form	                                asymmetry                      symmetry             


implied movement/actual movement       balance                           prosthetics


surface/skin vs. internal/skeleton             closure             	              your own human scale


internal structure     	                                  composition                   performative element           


visual transformation                     	            concept                          Marcel Duchamp


being intentional            	                           continuance                    Maya Lin                 


ambition {dazzle yourself + dazzle us}     craftsmanship                Shahzia Sikander


conceptual themes                        	           crop                               rotation 


methods of attachment            	                critique                          material + process


your artistic habits                                    density                          audience


pushing beyond the expected solution     form                              tension  


sampling                 	                                   artistic habits               meaning/concept 	 
    



WASH Lecture Quiz #1 REVIEW SHEET !
{Friday, January 31st at 9:30am...do not be late}!
hybridization + wearable art   	                   interpretation                completeness


negative/positive space                           	contrast {high/low}             emphasis/point


identity	                                    orientation                            	artifact  {art/design object/piece}                                                                                                                                                      
                

perception                                               picture plane                      actual line/implied line              


proximity                                                 repetition                            contour line/gestural line                                                                         


spatial                                                     shape {geometric/organic} thumbnail                                                          


visual communication                             texture {actual/implied}                       


!
Reminders + Tips:!
You do NOT need a scantron, only something to write with for this quiz.!
STUDY. !
Making flashcards can be very helpful. !
Review ALL WASH notes {lecture + studio}!
Studio handouts have vocabulary on the left side...these ideas overlap with your lecture 
reading {this is purposeful} terms that you encounter repeatedly you can expect to see 
on a quiz/exam!!!!
ONLY 25 questions. So in your preparation consider broad concepts from readings/
lectures and vocabulary that we have been using in WASH.!
Making Art has a helpful GLOSSARY + Chapter OVERVIEWS...a great resource!!!!
Do you know the name of the contemporary artist that you are researching {this would 
be an interesting extra credit question!}!!
If you missed any portion of WASH, please get notes from one of your table 
teammates!!!!!
SHSU has resources to help you with reading comprehension, text anxiety, 
memorization and MUCH more!!! Here is the link: http://www.shsu.edu/~sam_www/
mentoring/study_skills.html!!!


